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REVIEW

Just when I thought that external DSP processing 
was ‘old hat’ (viz the demise of TC PowerCore 
and the gentle retreat of SSL Duende towards 
Native) I receive a shiny 2U box with a USB  

    socket and no knobs or controls, just a disc with 
some software. But this isn’t just a caseful of DSP 
chips; it also has analogue XLR connectors. On the 
disc it turns out that there are simply a handful of plug-
ins to distribute into the relevant folders for RTAS, VST 
(32- and 64-bit for Windows) and Audio Units (for 
Mac), and a PDF manual. What we have here is an 
entirely DAW-controlled analogue EQ. This is exciting 
–- I don’t ‘recall’ having encountered anything like 
this before. It’s true that there have been plenty of 
examples of digitally controlled analogue over the 
years, from Euphonix’s pioneering consoles (over 20 
years ago), to SPL’s monster PQ EQ (some 10 years 
ago). Examples of plug-in controlling hardware, such 
as Focusrite MixControl, do exist already but as I got 
to know the Bettermaker, I soon began to wonder 
why this kind of device is still such a rarity.

The box itself, as I’ve pointed out, is rather sparse. 
On the rear are pairs of XLRs for analogue Input, 
Output, and (duplicate) Alt Output. A USB type B 
socket connects to the computer, and power goes 
in on a standard IEC socket labelled 230V in this 
case (there is an internal switch for 110V), with an 
adjacent fuse holder, and a Ground Lift toggle. There 
is no skimping on the construction of the box; the 
front panel seems to comprise three layers, with a 
fourth if you count the angled bracket reinforcing 
the rack ears. There is a snazzy illuminating Power 
button, and Clip indicators marked 1 and 2. Also on 
the front is an LED indicating USB connection.

The Bettermaker 232P Remote is actually an 
‘economy’ version of the 232P which does have front 
panel controls. However, these are still digital controls 
so if you are happy operating them from a plug-in 
there is a cost saving in this version (UK£2,000 
+ VAT). The 232P is actually a development of 
Bettermaker’s first product, the now discontinued 
230P. The two current units both add USB plug-in 

control but also bring significant improvements in 
headroom.

In Pro Tools, the control plug-in is available in 
Mono, Multi-Mono and Stereo versions and appears 
in the Other category folder. All versions of the plug-in 
are actually identical, as although the hardware unit 
is stereo or dual mono, the plug-in’s panel controls 
include switching to link channels or to control each 
separately. And using Pro Tools’ Bypass button has 
no effect, of course; you’ll need to set up a hardware 
insert for the actual audio path.

The plug-in window is large and clear. The EQ 
comprises three separate sections (each with its 
own In button) and an HPF. There is an overall 
Engage button, and a useful A/B button for quick 
comparisons. Disengaging EQ sections results in a 
reassuring audible relay clunk inside the unit. The 
bar at the bottom is used for saving and recalling 
presets in proprietary form, but all controls can be 
automated and saved as Pro Tools presets too. The 
HPF is ahead of the other sections and is variable 
between 18-200Hz at 12dB/octave. In the bottom 
right corner of the plug-in, a digital display indicates 
the exact setting of any adjusted parameter, although 
regrettably you cannot click and enter settings 
directly here. Clicking ‘CH’ in this section changes 
the control mode between channels 1 and 2, while 
a long click selects Link mode for stereo operation. 
The USB indicator here doesn’t seem to be functional 
and remains lit even when the connection is broken, 
and the large Preset knob also appears not to do 
anything here.

Knobs are adjusted by the conventional Up/Down 
click-dragging, and are beautifully calibrated for 
mousing: the useful HPF adjusts in 1Hz steps very 
easily and smoothly, yet full range is achieved by 
dragging less than double the height of the plug-in 
window. Virtual indicator LEDs change intensity 
around the knobs to indicate position, and merely 
hovering the mouse over a virtual knob reveals its 
exact setting in the digital display.

The first two EQ sections are a parametric band 

of the state-variable filter circuit variety, stable over 
a large range of bandwidth. EQ1 covers 45Hz-1kHz 
while EQ2 ranges from 650Hz-15kHz. Each has a 
powerful +/-15dB boost in 0.1dB steps up to +/-6dB, 
then in slightly widening steps as the extremes 
are approached. The bandwidth controls use nudge 
buttons to select between nine different settings from 
1/5 octave to 3 octaves. These EQ bands are very 
flexible and exceptionally powerful. The narrowest 
Q setting of 0.2 of an octave does a good wah-wah 
pedal as the frequencies are swept (automate that!) 
while very broad tone shaping is possible at the 
other extreme. The character is clean yet smooth and 
musical, but not quite as magically invisible as a GML 
8200; perhaps it’s more akin to an original Focusrite.

The third EQ section is a full Pultec EQP-1A replica 
that takes up most of the right half of the window. 
Unusually, Boost, Atten, and Bandwidth knobs are 
scaled from 0 to 14 in steps of 0.1. The frequency 
selectors use nudge buttons. This version of a Pultec 
is designed to be a bit sharper and more detailed than 
the original; I concur, but I’m not sure the narrowest 
bandwidth setting is any narrower than other Pultecs, 
although it does seem broader on the broadest setting. 
It does have more power though with settings of 
10 seeming roughly equivalent to the maximum 
10 setting of a Pultec, yet with the ability to extend 
further up to 14. The top boost can certainly sound 
a little more aggressive than the Pultec, so care is 
required to not make things too harsh. The familiar 
low-end simultaneous Boost and Atten trick works 
exactly as always, sounding smooth and sculpting in 
a useful fashion with huge warmth. The High Atten 
seems very smooth indeed, perhaps here the range of 
14 is more akin to the standard range found on the 
Pultec. With the individual section bypass buttons, 
you can easily compare Pultec-style settings with 
parametric equivalents, or make use of all seven 
bands of EQ for simultaneous surgical and broad 
sculpting.

Opening up a session that includes the plug-in 
instantly resets the USB-attached unit’s controls, so as 
long as the audio patching is in place the Bettermaker 
recalls settings as seamlessly as any plug-in. This 
really is the best of both worlds, with all the benefits 
of high-end analogue circuitry, along with plug-in 
recall convenience. The only downside might be that 
you can’t have multiple instantiations of one piece of 
hardware…! (Welcome to the real world! Ed.) This 
kind of gear may have been curiously slow to arrive, 
but there is no doubt that the Bettermaker 232P 
Remote is truly revolutionary. I have seen the future, 
and I love it. So hurry up, everyone else. n
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All three twotwo models produce an expansive sound, their 
compact dimensions belying their impressive extended low-
frequency performance, wide dispersion and stable, accurate 
imaging. A powerful onboard DSP engine optimises the response 
of the drivers and guarantees a flawless crossover, and the unique 
built-in dual-amplification system produces high-resolution audio 
with unparalleled headroom and detail. The twotwo series has 
also been carefully designed for use vertically or horizontally, 
without any detrimental effect on tonal quality, stereo or surround 
imaging; so with the twotwo, the only way is both.

PMC’s new twotwo series 2-way active monitors make choosing 
and using a reference monitor easier than ever before. Plug in 
some audio, and you’re good to go, be it analogue or digital, in 
stereo or surround, on phonos or XLRs — and all A/D or sample-
rate conversion is taken care of on board. Whether you’re driving 
the twotwos digitally from an assignable console in a world-class 
studio, or plugging them into a laptop via a phono lead in a hotel 
or rehearsal room, you can work smarter and faster — and with the 
sonic transparency and accuracy that has made PMC speakers 
the reference monitors of choice amongst the world’s audio elite.
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PROS Top notch EQ with excellent sonics; 
Incredibly easy recall and automation from 
DAW.

No level trim; perhaps not as future-proof as 
the ‘knobbed’ version.

The ‘knobbed’ EQ 232P has all the 
functionality of the Remote version 

reviewed here but additionally has front 
panel controls for direct access to the unit’s 
functions (£2500 + VAT).
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BETTERMAKER, POLAND
Web: www.bettermaker.eu
UK, KMR Audio: +44 208 445 2446

Bettermaker  
EQ 232P Remote

It’s an EQ but not as many have known it. Here comes a digitally controlled analogue plug-in that 
integrates and recalls perfectly. GEORGE ShILLING calls it revolutionary.




